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Abstract 
For a class of propositional information logics defined from Pawlak’s information systems, the 
validity problem is proved to be decidable using a significant variant of the standard filtration 
technique. Decidability is proved by showing that each logic has the strong finite model property 
and by bounding the size of the models. The logics in the scope of this paper are characterized by 
classes of Kripke-style structures with interdependent relations pairwise satisfying the Gargov’s 
local agreement condition and closed under the so-called restriction operation. They include 
Gargov’s data analysis logic with local agreement and Nakamura’s logic of graded modalities. 
The last part of the paper is devoted to the definition of complete Hilbert-style axiomatizations 
for subclasses of the introduced logics, thus providing evidence that such logics are subframe 
logics in Wolter’s sense. 
Keywords: Information system; Multimodal logic; Local agreement condition; 
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1. Introduction 
During the last decade, the information logics derived from Pawlak’s information 
systems [33] have been the object of active research (see, e.g., [27,31,28,10,18,29,39, 
26,1,19]). The information systems have been proposed for the representation of 
knowledge by the introduction of the concept of a rough set leading to the notion 
of approximation of sets of objects by means of equivalence relations. The rough sets 
are based on the notion of indiscernibility relations that are binary relations identify- 
ing objects having the same description with respect to a given set of attributes. The 
indiscernibility relations are equivalence relations, and so the logics of indiscernibility 
relations can be viewed as multimodal logics for which the modal operators behave as 
the %-modalities, except that they are usually interdependent. Numerous logics of this 
type have been studied in the past (see, e.g., [28,10,30]), whereas the works [34,27] 
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provide the logical foundations of the knowledge representation by means of the modal 
logics. 
An information system (see e.g. [36]) can be seen as a structure 
(OB, AT, { Val,, : at E AT}, f) 
such that 
l OB is a non-empty set of objects, 
l AT is a non-empty set of attributes, 
l for each at E AT, Val,* is a non-empty set of values of at and, 
l f is a mapping OB x AT -+ UatEAT Val,, such that for all (x,at) E OB x AT, f&at) 
E Val,,. 
In that setting, two objects oi, 02 are said to be indiscernible with respect to a set of 
attributes A G AT (in short q ind(A) 02) iff 
for all at E A, f(ol, at) = f(02, at). 
Different generalizations of the notion of information system (for instance, by chang- 
ing the profile of f with 0 # f(o, at) C Val,,) and various other relations between the 
objects (similarity, weak indiscernibility, . . .) can be found, for instance, in [38]. The 
modal logics obtained from the information systems are multimodal logics such that 
the relations in the Kripke-style semantical structures correspond to relations between 
objects in the underlying information systems. Hence, the relations are interdependent; 
for instance, if B CA g AT, then ind(A) C ind(B). The decidability of the validity prob- 
lem for various information logics has been an issue of interest in the past (see, for 
example, the valuable Vakarelov’s contributions in [3840]). The aim of this paper 
is to prove that various information logics derived from Pawlak’s information sys- 
tems have a decidable validity problem by defining an original construction (see e.g. 
[ 11,371). The decidability is proved by showing that each logic has the strong finite 
model property and by bounding the size of the models. The logics defined in [26,12] 
are used to illustrate the general construction. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the class of LA-logics is defined 
by refining the local agreement condition defined in [12]. Section 3 contains various 
filtration constructions for logics determined by classes of frames satisfying the local 
agreement condition. In Section 4, an original construction is presented in order to 
show that every LA-logic has the strong finite model property and we provide sufficient 
conditions so that the validity problem is decidable. In Section 5, we show how to apply 
the results of the previous section to logics defined in [12,26]. As a side-effect of our 
work, a sound and complete axiomatization is defined for the logic introduced in [26]. 
In Section 6, complete Hilbert-style axiomatizations are defined for a particular class 
of LA-logics that happens to contain only subframe logics in Wolter’s sense [42]. In 
Section 7, possible extensions of the present work are briefly discussed. 
This paper is a corrected and full version of [6]. Sections 3 and 6 are not contained 
in the short version. 
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2. The LA-logics 
In the sequel, any (propositional) modal language L is determined by three sets 
which are supposed to be pairwise disjoint: the fixed countable set Fc = {p, q, . . .} 
of propositional variables, the set M of modal expressions and the set of proposi- 
tional operators composed of the unary 7 and the binary H, =s-, V, A. The set F of 
L-formulae is the smallest set that satisfies the following conditions: Fo C F; if 8 is any 
n-ary propositional operator and Ai,. . . ,A, E F then e(Ai,. . . ,A,) E F and if a E M and 
A E F then { q aA, O,A} C_ F -0, and 0, are called modal operators. Let L be a modal 
language.2 We write sub(A) (resp. mw(A)) to denote the set of subformulae of the 
formula A (resp. the modal weight of A, i.e. the number of occurrences of modal op- 
erators in A). We also write sub,(A) to denote the set of modal expressions occurring 
in the formula A: 
sub,(A) = {a E M : 0, B E sub(A)} U {a E M : q ,B E sub(A)} 
As usual, by an L-frame we understand a pair ( W,(R,)oEM) such that W is a non- 
empty set and for all a E M, R, is a binary relation on W. We write Rlw, to denote 
the restriction of the binary relation R to the set W’, that is R n ( W' x W’). The set of 
L-frames is denoted by XL”. An L-frame 9’ = ( W’,(Ri)aEM) is said to be a subframe 
of the L-frame (W, (Ra)aEM) iff W’ G W and for all a EM, Rt = (Ra)lw,. As usual, by 
an L-model we understand a triple (W,(R,)a~~, V) such that 9 = ( W,(R,)aEM) is an 
L-frame and V is a mapping Fo + P( W), the power set of W. J& is said to be based 
on 9. The class of L-models is denoted by modL. Let k’= ( W,(R,)aE~, V) be an L- 
model. We say that a formula A is satisfied by the object u E W in .M (denoted by 
JZ, u k A) when the following conditions are satisfied: 
l JZ,u~piffuEV(p),forallpEFa, 
l k’,u~~Aiffnot.k’,ui=A, 
l ~,u~AABiff~,u~Aand~,u~B, 
l 4’, u + q ,A iff for all v E R,(u), .M, v + A where R,(u) = {v E W : (u, v) E R,}, 
l 4, u k 0,A iff there is v E R,(u) such that ..4Z, v k A. 
The conditions for the other logical operators correspond to their standard interpre- 
tation. Since the interpretation of 0, can be defined in terms of q , (as usual, 0,p H 
~o,~p is satisfied in any model), in the sequel only the operators of the form q , are 
used when it is possible. A formula A is true in an L-model .&’ (denoted by J%Z k A) 
iffforalluEW, d,u+A. 
* In the rest of the paper, the symbols A,B (possibly decorated) are used to denote formulae, the symbols 
a, b (possibly decorated) are used to denote modal expressions, the symbols T,X (possibly decorated) are 
used to denote sets of formulae and the symbol Y (possibly decorated) is used to denote sets of modal 
expressions. Moreover the symbol A (possibly decorated) is used to denote models, the symbol 9 (possibly 
decorated) is used to denote frames, the symbol 2’ (possibly decorated) is used to denote logics, the symbol 
9’ (possibly decorated) is used to denote sets of models and the symbol X9 (possibly decorated) is used 
to denote sets of frames. 
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In the sequel, by a logic 9, we understand a triple 3 (L, Sfbzp) such that L is 
a modal language, Sp G modL and +U is the restriction of k to the sets 9’ and L 
(satisfiability relation). For all models J%’ E Y, JZ is said to be a model for 9’. An 
L-formula A is said to be Y-valid iff A is true in all L-models of Y. An L-formula 
A is said to be _Y-satisjiable iff there exist k? = (W, (Ra)aEH, V) E Y and u E W such 
that 4, u kz A. A logic 9 = (L, X+_y) has the strong jnite model property iff 
there is an effective procedure g : F + w such that for every g-satisfiable formula A, 
there exist &? = (W, (Ra)aE~, V) E Y and w E W such that W is finite, .4, w +a A 
and card(W) 6 g(A). As usual, an instance of the validity (resp. satisjability) prob- 
lem for _Y consists in the question: is the L-formula A T-valid (resp. Y-satisfiable)? 
It is immediate that the validity problem for 3 is decidable iff the satisfiability problem 
for 9 is decidable. 
Definition 2.1. A logic _!Z= (L,%~_Y) is said to be an LA-logic iff there is a set 
of linear4 orders over M, say lo(Z), such that for all L-models 4 = ( W, (R,),,+ V), 
MEY iff / I 
(1) for all a E M, R, is an equivalence relation and, 
(2) for all u E W, there is 5 E lo(P) such that for all a, b E M, if a<b then R,(u) C 
Rb(U). 
The set lo(Y) is said to be the set of local agreements of 9’. 
By condition (1 ), the relations of the models can be interpreted as indiscernibility 
relations between objects of some information systems. Hence, the modal operators 
behave as in the modal logic S5. Condition (2) is trickier since it states that 1ocaZly 
the relations in the family (Ra)nE~ can be linearly ordered with respect to the set 
inclusion C . However the different possible ways of ordering are fixed for each LA- 
logic. Condition (2) can also be interpreted in terms of indiscernibility relations. Let 
(OB, AT, { Val,, : at E AT}, f ) b e an information system and AT g B(AT) such that for 
all 4 b E AT, either a G b or b G a. By writing a 5 b to denote b G a, we have 
for all o E OB, if g<b then ind(a)(o) C ind(b)(o) 
As a straightforward consequence of Definition 2.1, each non-empty set lo of linear 
orders over M defines a unique LA-logic 9 such that IO(~) = lo. 
Example 2.1. Let 9’ = (L', 9; +_p) be the LA-logic such that M' = {I, 2) and for all 
L’-models _4? = (W, (Ri)iE{l,2}, V), 4 E Y’ iff RI and Rz are equivalence relations and 
RI C R2. 2” is an example of LA-logic where lo(9’) is a singleton consisting of a 
single linear order 5 such that 112. The set Y’ can be related to the set of information 
3 It is possible to define a logic in terms of L-frames but the definition of logic used in the paper is 
sufEcient for our needs. 
4 A linear order < is a binary relation over W such that 2 is reflexive, transitive, totally connected (for all 
n, y E W either (x, JJ) E 5 or (nx) E 5) and antisyrnmekc (for all x, y E W if (x, JJ) E 5 and (y,x) E < then 
x=y). 
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systems as follows. Let (OB,AT, { Vul,, : at E AT},f) be an information system and 
0 #AT’ G AT. The L’-model (OB, (Ri)ic{1,2), V) with 
RI = ind(AT) and R2 = ind(AT’) (*) 
belongs to 9’. Moreover for all .4 = (W, (Ri)iE{1,2), V) E 9”, there exist an information 
system (OB,AT, { Vul,, : at E AT}, f) and 0 #AT’ &AT such that (*) holds. Actually, 
take 
. OB = W, AT = {ut,ut’}, 
. Vul,, = {RI(x) :x E W}, I/al,,, = {R&) :x E W}, 
l for all x E W, f(x, at) = RI(x), f(x, at’) = R&C) and AT’ = {at’}. 
The term ‘LA-logic’ refers to the local agreement condition defined in [12]. Two 
relations R and S on a set W are said to be in local agreement (LA) iff 
for all u E W either R(u) C_ S(U) or S(U) G R(u) 
It is easy to show that for any LA-logic 9 = (L, x+2), for any model 4 = 
(K(&)~EM, V) E 27, for all a, b E M, R, and Rb are in local agreement. The property 
stated in Proposition 2.1 might explain why the local agreement condition has been 
introduced in [ 121. 
Proposition 2.1. Let R and S be two equivalence relations on a set W. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R and S are in local agreement. 
(2) RUS is transitive (i.e., RU S is an equivalence relation). 
Proof. (1) ---t (2): Assume (x, y) E R and (y, z) E S. If R(x) & S(x) then by transitiv- 
ity of S, (x,z) ES. Now assume S(X) G R(x). If S(y) C R(y) then by transitivity of 
R, (x,z) E R. Now assume R(y) CS(y). Since R and S are equivalence relations, 
R(n) = R(y), S(y) = S(z) and therefore S(x) CR(x) = R(y) G S(y) = S(z). So (x,z) E S. 
The case (x, y) E S and (y, z) E R is symmetric. Since R and S are transitive, R U S is 
therefore transitive. 
~(1) -+ l(2): Assume there are xs,y~,zc E W such that (xg,yc) ER, (_Q,,Yo) $S 
(hence R(xo) g S(XO)), (XO,ZO) E S and (XO,ZO) $R (hence S(XO) g R(xo)). It can be 
shown that (~0,~s) $! R U S (and therefore R U S is not transitive since (~0,~s) ER and 
(xo,zo)~S). Suppose (yo,zo)~R. By transitivity of R, (xo,zo)~R which leads to a 
contradiction. Now suppose (~0,~s) E S. By symmetry and transitivity of S, (x0, yo) E S 
which also leads to a contradiction. 0 
The property stated in Fact 2.2 below shall be needed in the sequel. 
Fact 2.2. Let (Ri)iE(l,...,n) be a jinite family of binary relations on the set W such 
that the relations are puirwise in local agreement. Then the following conditions ure 
sutisjied: 
(1) For all iE{l,..., n}, for all W’G W, 
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(a) ifRi is rejexive (resp. symmetrical, transitive) then (Ri)l R’ is rejexive (resp. 
symmetrical, transitive); 
(b)fir all j~{l , . . . ,n}, for all x E W’, if R&C) E Rj(x) then (Ri)rw,(x) G 
(Rj>lw4x). 
(2) For all x E W, there is a permutation s of (1,. . . ,n} such that R,(l)(x) & - - . 2 
Rs(n)(x). 
3. Standard filtrations and the local agreement condition 
In this section, we shall give some hints in order to understand why the standard 
filtration constructions cannot be applied straightforwardly to the LA-logics. 
3.1. The jiltration technique 
Let 9= (L, Sf+y) be a logic (not necessarily an LA-logic), let A= ( W, (Ra)aEM, V) 
be an L-model and r be a set of formulae closed under subformulae (that is U{sub(B): 
B E r} = r). As usual, the relation =r on W is defined by 
\dx,y~W,x~ry iff ‘v’BE~, A,x+BiflA’,y+B 
=r is an equivalence relation. For each equivalence relation E G zr on W, we write 
1x1 to denote the set {y E W :x 3 y}. The model A = ( W’, (RL)oEM, V’) is said to be 
a r(E)-Jiltration of JX (see e.g. [37,17,13]) iff 
1. W’={[X/:XE W}, V’(~)={IXI:XEY(~) and per} for ill pfFo. 
2. For all a EM, 
(a) if xR,y then IxIRLIyl, 
(b) if IxlR~lyl and &4,x k q ,B for some q ,B E r then .&‘, y + B. 
When the equivalence relation E is equal to =r we use the standard term ‘T-filtration’. 
Proposition 3.1 slightly generalizes the standard result about filtrations (see e.g. [13]). 
Proposition 3.1. Let r be a set of formulae closkd under formulae and let A? = (W, 
(R, )~EM~ V) be an L-model. Then for each equivalence relation G c =r on W, for all 
r(-)-@rations A’ = ( W', (Ri)aEM, V’) of ..A’, 
‘v’BE~, VXEW, A,xkB iff &‘,jxI +B 
The proof is by induction of the size of the formulae. The filtration technique has 
been extensively used to prove the strong finite model property since if r is finite 
so is W’ (card( W’) < 2Ca’d(r)) 5 when &” = ( W', (RL)rrEM, V’) is a r-filtration of A. 
For instance, take the logic S5k for some k> 1 (S5k has k distinct necessity modal 
operators). Let M = (W, (Ri)iE{l,...,~), V) be an SSR-model, x0 E W and A be a formula 
such that J&!,XO + A. Take r = sub(A) and 4’ = ( W', (Ri)icjl,.,.,k), V’) with W’ and 
5 For any finite set U, card(U) denotes the cardinal&y of U. 
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Fig. 1. A simple filtration construction not preserving the local agreement condition. 
I” defined as above with =r and for all i E (1,. . .,k}, (xlR:lyj iff for all q iB E r, 
J,x b q iB iff A, y k q iB. It can be shown that the Ri’s are equivalence relations 
and JZ’ is a r-filtration of J%!. As a consequence, S5k has the strong finite model 
property and the validity problem for S& is decidable. 
It would be nice to use this construction to prove the decidability of the valid- 
ity problem for the LA-logics. However the following example definitely invalidates 
our first hope since the local agreement condition is not preserved by the Jiltra- 
tion construction for sjk. Let A=o,p A &,q, r =sub(A), and consider the model 
~=({1,2,3},(R,,),1~~,V) such that 
l R,=Rb={(l,l),(2,2),(3,3)}, 
. J,7p)={L2), Vq)={l,3). 
Obviously, A, 1 +A and R, and Rb are in local agreement. Using the filtration con- 
struction for S5k, we get the r-filtration JY’ = ({Ill, 121, 13]},(RL,)atEM, I”) of Jli! with 
l R:,=~(ili~ili)~(i2i~i2i)~(i3i~13i)~(ili,i2i)~(i2i~ili)~, 
l ~I,=~~I~I~l~l~~~l~l~l~l~~~l~l~l~l~~~l~l~l~l~~~l~l~l~l~~~ 
l ~‘(~)={lll~lW and ~‘(q)={l1LPlI. 
Although Jtil’, 111 b A (k” ’ IS a r-filtration of &), RL and Ri are not in local agreement 
(see Fig. 1 - the reflexive closure of the relations is omitted in the figure). One can 
easily find examples where the local agreement condition is not preserved with the set 
r defined as follows: 
r = sub(A) U {o,B : q bB E sub(A), a E subM(A)}. 
In order to prove the decidability of the LA-logics, modifications might be operated 
about either the definition of r or the construction of the RL’s or the definition of 1x1 
or another type of construction has to be introduced. The last possibility is developed 
in Section 4, whereas we have been unsuccessful with the first one, Before presenting 
our restriction construction, we would like to emphasize that the very problem lies in 
the fact that the relations of the models are equivalence relations being pairwise in 
local agreement. When we use the local agreement condition with weaker conditions 
on the relations (for instance with only reflexivity or symmetry) the usual filtration 
construction can be adequately adapted which is shown in Section 3.2 below. For 
instance, consider the multimodal logic TM that extends the modal logic T (see e.g. 
[ 161) such that M is the set of modal expressions and the relations in the TM-models 
are in local agreement. Then the minimal filtration construction sufTices to show the 
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decidability of the satisfiability problem for TM. However the results in Section 3.2 do 
not apply to the LA-logics. 
3.2. Minimal and maximal filtrations 
Let _I?= (L,~F) b e a monomodal logic (card(M) = 1) determined by the set of 
frames X9, that is for all L-models &? = ( W, R, V), J.&’ E Y iff ( W, R) EX~ (following 
the terminology in [17] for instance). So, we do not necessarily assume that the binary 
relations of the models are equivalence relations. 9 denotes a monomodal logic in the 
rest of the section. 
The logic 9’ = (L’, 9; +‘) IS said to be an LA-Y-logic iff there is a set lo(.Y’) of 
linear orders over M’ such that for all L/-models 4 = (W, (Ra)oEMf, V), _4! E Y’ iff 
1. for all a E M’, ( W, R,) E XsQ (condition (1) in Definition 2.1 is replaced by the present 
one), 
2. for all u E W, there is 5 E lo(P) such that for all a, b E M’, if a 5 b then R,(u) C 
Rb(u). 
It is immediate that the class of LA-logics is the class of LA-SS-logics. Different 
monomodal logics satisfying the hypothesis in Proposition 3.2 below can be found in 
[I71 (KT,B). 
Proposition 3.2. Let Y = (L, X +) b e a monomodal logic determined by the class of 
frames Xs such that it is decidable whether ( W, R) E Xs for all finite frames ( W, R). 
We assume that for all sets of formulae r closed under subformulae, for all k? E 9, 
the minimal6 (resp. the maximal’) r(-)-filtration A’ of &! belongs to 9 where E 
is an equivalence relation included in -r. Then every LA-Y-logic 9’ = (L’, Y’, k’) 
having a finite set M’ of modal expressions has the strong finite model property and 
the validity problem is decidable. 
The hypothesis of Proposition 3.2 are crucial. For instance, the modal logic S5 
does not satisfy the hypothesis since neither the maximal filtration construction nor 
the minimal filtration construction preserves systematically reflexivity, symmetry and 
transitivity. Hence the LA-logics are not in the scope of Proposition 3.2. 
Proof. Let M’ = {al, . . . ,a,,} and Z be the set of permutations on M’. Let 4 = (W, 
(R~)~EM’, V) E Y’, A E F, x0 E W be such that _&,x0 k A. We write r to denote the set 
r = {o,B : 3obB E sub(A), a E M’} U sub(A). 
closed under subformulae. We also write E_O to denote the binary relation on W such 
that forallx,yEW,x-sy iffxrryand 
{SEE: R,(,,)(x)C ... S R+,)(x)) = 1s E z : &a,)(y) C + * . C&(,)(Y)) 
6 For all x, y E W, a E M, IxlRLjyl iff 3x’ E 1x1,~’ E IyI such that x’%y’. 
7 For all x, y E W, a EM, IxIRLIYI iff for all &A E r, if .4,x k &A then 4, Y k A. 
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Then E_O is an equivalence relation, and we write 1x1 to denote the equivalence class 
that contains x E W. Let A’ = (IV’, (RL)aEM’, I”) be the minimal (resp. the maximal) 
r(=o)-filtration of _&Z. Observe that W’ is finite, 
card( w’) <2@rd’d(SU&0) x card(M’))+n!. (1) 
Now we prove that 
(*) for all a, b EM’ and all x E W, if R,(n) G&(n) then Rh( 1x1) G$,(lxl). 
Remember that for all x E W, there is 5, E k(9) such that for all a, b E M', if ash 
then R,(x) CR&). By proving (*) we establish that for all 1x1 E W’, for all a, b E M', 
if a$b then R~(jxI)GR~(IxI). M oreover for all a EM’, (W’,RL) belongs to X” by 
the property of the filtration in the monomodal case. So 4’ E Y’, W’ is finite and 
JZ’, 1x01 b A (by Proposition 3.1). Hence, 9’ has the strong finite model property and 
the validity problem for 9’ is decidable. Indeed, CC&( W’) is bounded by (1) and it 
is decidable whether &’ E 9’ for all finite L’-models A’. 
It remains to prove (*). Assume R,(x) C Rb(x) and suppose there is ly( E W’ such 
that IxJRhlyI and not IxlRI, J yl. If the minimal filtration is used to build Jk” then there 
exist no x’ E 1x1 and no y’ E IyI such that x’Rby’. Since IxIR~IyI, there exist XL E 1x1 
and y; E 1 yI such that xhR,y& Since I$,[ = 1x1 then R,(xb) C Rb(xh) and x;RbyA which 
leads to a contradiction. In case the maximal filtration is used to build .N’, there is 
Q,B E r such that &?,x b q bB and not &‘, y k B. Since R,(x) G Rb(x), then Jk’,x k 
q ,B. By construction of r, q ,B E r, so Ix(RAly( and .&, y k B which leads to a 
contradiction. 0 
Simple counterexamples can be found in order to show that Proposition 3.2 does 
not hold when the transitive $ltrution or the filtration for S5 are used which reduces 
our chance to use the standard filtration construction for the LA-logics. However, a 
suflicient condition to extend Proposition 3.2 to infinite M' would be to prove that for 
each LA-Z-logic 9’ = (L', 5@4p: k') (9 satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2) the 
following holds: for each finite set Y = {al,. . . , a,} 2 M', for all structures ( W, (R,)aCy), 
if for all 24 E W, 
31 E lo(.9’),Vu, b E Y if (u(llr)b) then R,(u) S R~(u) 
and for all a E Y, ( W, R,) E X* then there exists A’ = ( W, (Ri),E~r, V) E 9” such that 
for all a E Y, RL = R, (to be related to Definition 4.2). We were only able to prove 
this property when curd(lo (2’)) = 1 or when 9’ is either an LA-K-logic or an LA- 
KT-logic. 
4. A restriction construction for the LA-logics 
The aim of this section is to show that every LA-logic has the strong finite model 
property. Although the modal operators for each LA-logic behave as modal operators 
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for S5, the usual filtration construction for the multimodal logics S5k cannot be used 
straightforwardly for the LA-logics (see Section 3). Instead of defining equivalence 
classes of worlds (as done in the standard filtration constructions), restrictions of models 
are used. In the literature restrictions are defined, for instance, in [4,14]. With such a 
construction, no new arrow is added, that is if x and y are in the relation RL of the 
restricted model then x and y are in the relation R, of the initial model. This does not 
always hold when filtrations are involved. 
In the rest of this section, Y denotes an LA-logic (L, X by) unless otherwise stated. 
Let JZ = ( K (& )a~~, V) E 9’ and 0 # W’ G W. The restriction 8 of &! to W’, denoted 
by &‘I~,, is the L-model ( W’, (RL)aEM, V’) such that for all a EM, RL = (R,)lw, and for 
all p E Fo, V’(p) = V(p) rl W’. Proposition 4.1 below states that the class of models 
for an LA-logic is closed under the restriction operation. 
Proposition 4.1. For all J.&’ = ( W, (Ra)nC~, V) E Y and 0 # W’ C W, &lw, E 9’. 
Proof. Direct consequence of Fact 2.2. 0 
Proposition 4.2 below states that in a model, if R,,(n) = ROk(y) then the linear orders 
associated to x and y are not independent. 
Proposition 4.2. Let {al,. . . , a,,} C M, JZ = (W, (Ra)aE~, V) E 9, x E W be such that 
R,,(x)G ... s R,“(x). Assume (x, y) E R, for some k E { 1,. . . , n}. Then, 
(1) for all k’E{k,...,n}, R,,,(~)=&,,(Y), 
(2) for all k’ E { 1,. . . , k - I}, R,,,(Y) LRa,(y). 
Proof. (1) Since Rak(x) G R,,, (x) then (x, y) E R,, and R,,(n) = R,,, (y) since Rak, is 
an equivalence relation. (2) Similar to (1). 0 
For all J&Y = (W, (Ra)aEM, V) E 9, for all L-formulae A and all w E W, if for some 
a E sub,(A), for all b E sub,(A), Rb(w) G R,(w) then 
Although all the LA-logics satisfy the property above, there exist logics that do not 
satisfy it. For the LA-logics, it is easy to check that 
( ) 
u Rb *(w)=&(w) 
b E subn(A) 
when for some a E subM(A), for all b E sub,(A), Rb(W) CR,(w). 
For any finite sequence of natural numbers C, we write set(o) (resp. ]oj) to denote the 
set of elements occurring in cr (resp. the length of c). For example, set(( 1,2,3,3,4)) = 
{ 1,3,2,4}. As usual, ar.a2 denotes the concatenation of two sequences. 
* Aiw, is also called a submodel of A. 
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4.1. The construction 
Let A be an L-formula, Jkl = (W, (Ra)aEM, V) E 9, w E W such that J%, w k=A. As- 
sume that sub,(A) = {al,. . . , a,} with R,,(w) G . . . 2 Ran(w) (see Fact 2.2(2)). We 
shall construct a set W’ C W such that 
0 WEW’, 
l W’ is finite and, 
0 %/z+‘,W +A. 
For the sake of clarity of exposition, first the construction is informally discussed 
and then the formal definitions follow (a simple example shall be also given). 
To build such a set W’, we first consider the set Net of necessity formulae Q, A’ such 
that q ,A’ E sub(A) for some modal expression b occurring in A. Then the construction 
of W’ is done recursively, that is W’ = UogiGpr W/ for some 0 6 a <n where each W[ 
is finite. Wi is initialized to {w} and then W/+, is defined from W/. If a formula in 
Net is not satisfied at some element of W/, we add a witness of this fact in W[+I 
(&,u p q ,A’ iff there exists u’ such that (u,u’) E R, and JZ,u’ p A’). Moreover, 
if J&Y, u k q aiA’, &!, u k q ,,A’ and R,,(u) C Raj(u) then a single witness U’ needs to 
be considered satisfying (u, u’) E Rai and A, U’ k A’. The set of necessity formulae 
Nec(;..,i ,..., j ,...) 
IS introduced and it contains only the elements of Net that require a 
witness for u. This is an optimization of the construction. 
The last point that deserves to be explained is how to end the construction (for the 
multi-modal logics S$, k>2, we would not know when to terminate the process). 
Assume that for some UE W[, &?,u k q ,,A’ requires a witness and R,,(u)CR,(u). 
There exists U’ E Wi,l such that &!,u’ k A’ and (u, u’) E Rai. We can show that if 
J%‘, u’ k q QjA” for some q ,,A” E Net, there is no need to consider a new witness. 
Indeed, there exists u” such that (u’, u”) E R, and k?, u” k A”. Since R, is an equiv- 
alence relation, (u,u”) E R, and therefore 4,~ k q ,,A”. If the set Wl,l has been 
properly built (this point should become clear in the formal definition), there exists 
v E Wl,l such that (u, v) E R, and A, v F A”. Since (u’, v) E R,, v is already a witness 
for J,u’ F q ,,A”. This observation allows us to find cl<n such that for all u’ E WL, 
no witness is needed. The crucial point in the development above is the hypothesis 
Rai(u) CR,,(u). In case R,,(u) c R,(u) (strict inclusion), we may have to introduce a 
new witness for &,u’ p •,~A”. 
We shall give in the sequel the formal definitions. The set Net (which was related 
to the construction of the set r in Section 3.2) is defined by 
Net = {QA’ : %,A E sub(A), 3 E sub,(A)}. 
For all x E W, for all sequences rr = (ji , . . . ,jk) such that set(a) C { 1,. . . , n} and R,,(x) 
c ..f CR&), the set Necz is defined as follows: 
Necz = {oaji A’ E Net : 3’ E { 1,. . . , k}, A,x k majk, A’, and 
if k’a2 then .4k’,x k q ajk,_,A’}. 
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Observe that card(Nec) <n x #w(A), card(Nec$) <mw(A) and Net: = 8 when cr is the 
empty sequence -denoted by A. Roughly speaking, Net is the set of necessity formulae 
q ,A’ occurring in A with their copies q bA’ for all the indices b occurring in A. The 
set Necz contains the elements q ,A’ of Net such that there is u E W with J%‘, u k A’ 
and (~,a) E R, (there is i l set(o) such that ai =a and i is minimal in a). In that 
way, if a,b~M, JZ,x k q ,A’ and Jlil,x F q & then card(Neci n {oJ’,o&})< 1. 
In particular if {o,A’,n&} n Net = 8 then card(Nec,b n {o,A’,obA’}) = 0. For each 
natural number i G n, we are defining a set Wi of triples (w’, 0, ?) where 
0 w’ E w, 
l (r is a sequence of elements of { 1,. . . , n} without repetition, 
l ? is either the symbol ‘A’ or some n+A E Net with p # set(a). 
Each set W/ shall be later defined as the set {w’ : (w’, a,?) E Wi}. The set Wi is 
an intermediate set that contains some information about the elements of W/. We let 
Wo={(w,(l,..., n), A)}. Assume Wi is defined. We will now define Wi+l. Initialize 
Wi+l to the empty set 8. 
For each (w’, a,?) E Wi, 
for each q ajA’ E Net.;, , 
choose one u E W with the property (w’, U) E R, and JZ, u b 1A’. 
If 0 = (ji , . . . ,jk) then we write k’ to denote the element of { 1,. . . , k} such that jk’ = j. 
The existence of k’ is guaranteed by the definition of Net;,. Add the 3-tuple 
to the set Wi+l such that 
0 set((ji ,..., jL,_,))=set((j, ,..., jk!_1)) and 
l &j&u)C ... G&, u &( )- h 
w enever k’ = 1 the sequence (ji, . . . , j,&_1 ) is empty. 
Let Wi+l be the set augmented this way. There exists CI E (0,. . . , n} such that W, # 0 
and Wa+l = 0 as the length of the sequences of natural numbers strictly decreases. 
Moreover if (w’, r~, ?) E Wi then 1~1 <n - i. Let U and W’ be the sets defined in the 
following way: 
U=/J Wi W’ = c W/ with W/ = {w’ E W : (w’, CT,?) E Wi}. 
i=O i=O 
Fig. 2 illustrates the first steps of the construction. 
Proposition 4.3 below states the main properties of the construction. In particular, 
for each (w’, cr, ?) E U and for i E { 1,. . . ,n}\set(o) the elements in R,,(w’) are partly 
kIl0Wl-l. 
Proposition 4.3. For all i E (0,. . . , a} and all (Wi,(jl,. . . ,jk),?) E Wi, 
(1) R=,](wi)C ... CRqk(wi), 
(2) If ‘?’ = napA’ then Rajk (wi) G R,,(wi) and h!, wi k 1A’, 
(3) for all jE {l,...,n}\set((jl,...,jk)), Rajk(wi)CRaj(wi). 
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RQ1 (4 c :. & R,,,_, (w”) 
j-l<k-1 
Ra,, (4. C . G Rttk 1 (~‘1 
l +,i.2;-l} = {l,..T,k- 1) 
card(Wi+l) 5 mw(A) X CaVd(Wi), 0 < i < a-1 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the construction. 
Proof. (1 ), (2) Immediate by construction of Wi. (3) By induction on i. 
Base case (i = 0): Obvious. 
bzduction Step: Let (Wi, ~.(jk,, . . . , jk),?) E Wi with 
0 set(a)={jl,..., jkf-1) and 101 =k’ - 1 (no repetition), 
. (w, wi+i ) E &, and, 
l (~fl, (ji ,. . .,jk/_l),Oo,k,A’) E Wi+l (Wi+l is a witness for Jt,Wi p q q,A’). 
By the induction hypothesis, for all j E { 1,. . . , n}\set(( j,, . . . ,jk)), Rujk (Wi) C Ra,(wi). 
By Proposition 4.3(l), 
Rolk, (wi) C_ . . . C Rqk (wi I
So for all jE({l,...,n}\set((jl,...,jk)))UGjkl+l,...,jk}, &zj;(wi)CRz,(wi)* BY 
Proposition 4.2, for all j E { 1,. . . , n}\set(( jl, . . . ,jk’-1 )), 
Since Rg,_, (wi+l) s Rujk, (wi+l) by Proposition 4.3(l), for all j E { 1,. . . , n}\set(( jl, . . . , 
jk!-l)), Rq,_,(wi+l)~R,,(wi+l). 0 
For all i E (0,. . . , CI - l}, card( Wi+r ) < card( Wi) x mw(A) and therefore card( W’) < 
1 +n x mw(A)“. This construction is more general than the construction defined in [14] 
to prove the NP-completeness of the satisfiability problem for the propositional modal 
logic S5. Indeed for n = 1 the construction in [14] (see also [9]) and ours are identical. 
Observe that S5 can be seen as an LA-logic with a unique modal expression (then the 
local agreement condition is trivially satisfied). In Fig. 3, an example of construction 
with some finite model is given. 
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a, 4 c 
l Element of Ws 
l Element of WI 
0 Element of W, 
l Element of W3 
The relations of the model are the reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive closure of the relations 
presented in the figure. 
Some modal expressions are underlined to specify 
the used modal expressions of the construction. 
,#I: the propositional variable p 
is not satisfied in the world. 
W’ = lJo<i<3 w,! card(Nec) = 9 -- 
Fig. 3. An Y-model and a construction of the set W’ for -(O,p V 064 V q ,r). 
4.2. How the construction captures enough worlds 
Now assume that M, w /= A for some L-formula A, &’ = ( W, (Rn)aEH, V) E 9, w E W 
and the distinct modal expressions occurring in A are exactly al,. . . , a, with R,, (IV) G 
. . . CR,“(w). The rest of the section is partly devoted to showing that 
Proposition 4.4 below states that the set W’ contains enough worlds: 
Proposition 4.4. For all w’ E W’ and •~~IA’ E Net, if k!, w’ + TI,,A’ then there is 
w” E W’ such that (w’, w”) E R, and A, w” k A’. 
Proof. By induction on i for (w’, o, ?) E Wj. 
Base case (i = 0, w’ = w): Assume that .&, w + majA’. Then there exist q ,,A’ E 
Necz”“‘“) and (~1, (ji , . . . &_I), q ,,A’) E WI such that (w, ~1) E R,, and J?‘, UI k A’. 
Since Rak(w) CR,(w) by the definition of Nec$,?“‘“), we have (w,ui) E R,. 
Induction step: Assume &, wi+l k ma,A”, (Wi+l, (j,, . . . ,jk~_l),~~,,,A’) E Wi+l. 
If j E set((jl 
NecG,I’...‘h~-,) 
, . ..,jp_l)) then a new object in Wi+2 is built. There exist q ,A” E 
%,I and (Ui+2,(ji,...,j~,r_1) ,o,~A”) E Wi+2 such that (wt+l, Ut+z) E R, and 
d,ui+2 k -A”. By definition of Nec~~$k’-l) and Proposition 4.3(l), we have 
R,(wi+l)GR,,(wi+l) and therefore (wi+l,ui+z)~R,,. Now assume j$set((j,,..., 
jk’__l)) (it is the most interesting case), whence w # wi+i. There exists 
(ui, o’.(jk’ ,...,jk),?)E wi 
such that (ui,Wi+l)ERo,k,, set(o’)={jl,...,jk’_1} and l&l=k’ - 1. By 
Proposition 4.3(3), Rajk, (ui) c R,(ui). Hence, (Ui,Wi+i) E R, and therefore &?, Ui b 
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TO,,A” since R, is transitive. By the induction hypothesis, there is u E W’ such that 
(~‘,u)~Raj> A,U ‘&A”, whence (Wi+i, u) E R, since R, is an equivalence relation. 
0 
Proposition 4.5 below provides a bound for the size of the models. 
Proposition 4.5. An ~-formula A is 9-satisfiable iff it is satisjiable in a model for 9 
with at most 1 + n x mw(A)” objects, where n = card(sub,,(A)). 
The proof of Proposition 4.5 follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [20]. 
Proof. Assume there exist &? = ( W, (Ra)nEM, V)EY and WE W such that _&!,wbA. 
Let J.@ be _&lx”. We can show that for all objects u’ E W’ and for all B E sub(A), 
4,~’ k B iff &Z’,u’ b B (so we prove &,u k A). We proceed by induction on the 
structure of B. The only nontrivial case is when B is of the form q ,B’. Take u’ E W’. 
If A, u’ k q ,B’, then for all v E W such that (u’, v) E R, we have &?‘, v + B’. In partic- 
ular, for all u E W’ such that (u’, v) ERA we have JZ, v b B’. By the induction hypoth- 
esis, for all v E W’, A’, v + B’. Thus, A’, u’ bno,B’. Now assume J%, u’ F q ,B’. By 
Proposition 4.4, there exists u E W’ such that (u’,v) E R, and M,v F B’. In conse- 
quence, (u’, v) E Ri and by the induction hypothesis A’, v p B’. Hence A’, u’ k q ,B’. 
Corollary 4.6. _Y has the strong finite model property. 
The construction in this section generalizes the technique used in [7] to the set of 
LA-logics. Corollary 4.6 takes advantage of the fact that, for any LA-logic 9 = (L, 9, 
bz), Y is closed under submodels and any two binary relations R, S of a model for 
9 are in local agreement. 
In the sequel we shall provide sufficient conditions to prove the decidability of 
LA-logics. For any set LO of linear orders over M and for any subset Y of M, we write 
LO r Y to denote the set of linear orders LO r Y = {qr : 5 E LO}. 
Definition 4.1. An LA-logic 3 = (L, 5f &) is said to be (resp. polynomially) 
lo-decidable iff it is decidable whether for all finite sets Y G M and all linear orders 5 
over Y, 5 E lo(y) r Y (resp. and it can be checked in polynomial-time with respect to 
card(Y)). 
For instance, for an LA-logic such that lo(T) is finite and it is decidable for 
5 E lo (9’) and a, b E M whether (a, b) E 5, 9 is lo-decidable. 
Definition 4.2. An LA-logic 9 = (L, X k,) is said to be (resp. polynomiully) 
lo-complete iff it is decidable whether for all finite sets Y CM and all structures 
( K (R, )=E Y ) such that 
(1) W is a non-empty set, 
(2) for a E Y, R, is an equivalence relation over W 
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there is an Y-model (W, (RL)aEM, V) such that for all a E Y, RL =R, (resp. and it can 
be checked in polynomial-time with respect to curd(Y) and card(W)). 
Proposition 4.7 provides sufhcient conditions for the decidability of LA-logics. 
Proposition 4.7. Let 9 = (L, g kz) b e an LA-logic such that 9 is lo-decidable and 
lo-complete. Then the _Y-satisjability problem is decidable. 
Proof. Take any formula A for which one wishes to know whether A is y-satisfiable. 
By Proposition 4.5, A is s-satisfiable iff there exist an y-model A = (W, (Ra)aEM, V) 
and w E W such that A, w FA and card(W) < 1 +n x mw(A)” where n=card(subw(A)). 
So in order to check whether A is y-satisfiable, enumerate all the structures 4’ = 
( W, (R,)aEsuh(~), V) (modulo the isomorphic 9 copies with respect to A) where 
(1) W={Wi,.*. , WI} is a finite non-empty set such that l< 1 + n x mw(A) 
(2) (R,)aEsuh(~) is a family of binary relations over W 
(3) V is mapping V: Fe(A) -+ P( W) where Fe(A) denotes the set of propositional 
variables occurring in A. 
and check whether 
(*) 
(**) 
(***I 
(****) 
&‘,w +A for some WE W 
for a, b E sub,(A), R, and Rb are equivalence relations in local agreement. 
for all iE{l,..., I}, there is a linear order 5 over sub,(A) such that for all 
a, b E subM(A) if alb then R,(wi) C Rb(wi) and I E 10(z) 7 sub,(A) 
there is an y-model &? = (W, (Ri)aEH, V’) such that for all a E sub,(A), RA = R, 
and the restriction of V’ to F,)(A) is V. 
When (*)-(****) hold A is y-satisfiable. (*) can be checked in polynomial-time 
with respect to I and to the size of A (i.e., the length of the representation of A in any 
reasonable -unspecified- encoding). (**) can be checked in time O(n! x 15). (*w) and 
(*+*,+) are instances of decidable problems since dip is lo-decidable and lo-complete. 
Since the set of structures ( W,(R,)aEsuh(,+ V) (modulo the isomorphic copies) such 
that card(U) d 1 +n x mw(A )” is finite, the decidability of the 3-satisfiability problem 
follows. 0 
Proposition 4.7 is a weak version of Corollary 8 in [6] since the initial proof (related 
to decidability) contains a flaw. It is however an open question whether every LA-logic 
has a decidable validity problem. 
Example 4.1. Let 9 be an LA-logic such that [o(9) is the set of all the linear or- 
ders over M (resp. lo(y) = {_} < IS a singleton and it is decidable whether (a, b) E 5 for 
a, b E M). It can be shown that 9 is lo-decidable and lo-complete. Then the 
9-satisfiability problem is decidable. 
g(K&kmz+,(~)r V) ami W’,(%)o~su~(~), V’) are isomorphic with respect to A iff there is a l-l 
mapping g : W + 6” such that for all a Es&(A), {(g(x), g(y)) : (x, y) E R,} = RL and for all propositional 
variables p occurring in A, V’(p) = {g(x) :x E V(p)}. 
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More can be said when M is finite. 
Proposition 4.8. Let 9 = (L, X by) b e an LA-logic such that M is finite. Then, 
(1) 3’ is polynomially lo-decidable. 
(2) For all jinite L-models & = (W, (Ra)aEH, V) one can check that &? E 9’ in poly- 
nomial time with respect o card(W). 
(3) The Z-sati@ability problem is NP-complete, 
Proof. (1) is immediate from Definition 4.1. (2) Direct calculations lead to the con- 
clusion that JZ E Y can be checked in time O(card(M)! x card(W)‘). (3) is a direct 
consequence of Proposition 4.5 and (2). 0 
For the sake of comparison, for all k > 2, the satisfiability problem for the multimodal 
logics S5k is PSPACE-complete [ 141, whereas the PSPACE-complete satisfiability 
problem for S4 can be reduced in linear-time to the satisfiability problem for any 
LA-SClogic with a non-empty set of modal expressions. 
5. Applications to logics from the literature 
Below we relate the LA-logics to some logics from the literature. 
5.1. Gargov’s data analysis logic with local agreement 
The logic DALLA defined in [12] (originally called DAL) restricts the class of 
models of the logic DAL [lo] by requiring that any two indiscernibility relations of 
a model are in (LA). A complete axiomatization of DALLA is given in [12]. The 
decidability of the validity problem for the logic DALLA is open, as mentioned in 
[12]. The logic DALLA = (LD,SPD, kDAtLA ) is defined as follows. LO has a countable 
set of modal constants MOD, and the operators n and U* interpreted as the intersection lo 
and the transitive closure of union, respectively. The set of modal expressions (resp. 
Lo-formulae) is denoted by MD (resp. Fo) and MD is the smallest set such that Moo c MD 
and if a,bEMD and cBE{fl,U*} then a$bEMD. 
For all Lo-models .&’ = ( W, (R,)aEMD, V), 4~9~ iff for all a,bEMo, for any $ E 
{n, u*), 
l R, is an equivalence relation, 
l Raeb = R, 63 Rb, 
l R, and Rb are in local agreement. 
Consider the Hilbert-style system dalla containing the following axiom schemes and 
inference rules (A, B E FD, a, aI, a2 E MD): 
P. All formulae having the form of a classical propositional tautology, 
K. q ,(A + B) + (oa A =+ q aB), 
lo For the sake of simplicity, the operators and the relational operations are denoted by the same symbols. 
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T. q ,A+A, 
5. O,A+o, 0, A, 
u. 0 a,u*azA ++ q ,,A A q ,,A, 
I. q a, n ,,A @ q a,A V QJ 
MP. From A and A +B infer B, 
NR. From A infer q ,A. 
For all Lo-formulae A, A is DALLA-valid iff A is a theorem of dalla [12]. Although 
DALLA is not strict0 sensu an LA-logic (because of the condition Raeb = R, @ Rb), 
there exists a simple translation between DALLA and an LA-logic DALLA’ defined 
below. Consider the LA-logic l1 DALLA’ = (LD,, 9'1, bD,), where LD~ is the subset 
of Lo without the modal operators {II, U*} and lo(DALLA’) is the set of all the linear 
orders over MOD. Consider the mapping T of formulae from LO into LD~ defined as 
follows: 
l T(p)=p for all PEFo, T(oaA1)=naT(A1) for all UEMOD, 
. T(A1 A AZ) = T(A1) A T(Az), T(lAl) = -T(Al), 
l T(o,,n.,Al)=T(o,,Al)VT(o,,Al) and T(o,,“*,,Al)=T(o,,Al)AT(o,,Al). 
Proposition 5.1. For all LD-formulae A, A is DALLA-valid @T(A) is DALLA-valid 
sfs T(A) is DALLA’-valid. 
The proof is immediate considering the replacement of equivalents in dalla, com- 
pleteness of dalla with respect to the DALLA-validity, and the fact that for all 
AEL~‘, A is DALLA-valid iff A is DALLA’-valid. Actually, for all Lg’-formulae 
A, for all ~=(K(Ra)a~~o, V)EyD, wEW, Ji’,w~A iff .M’,wbA where A’= 
(W, K)~EM,, V) with R, = RL for all a E MOD. DALLA has therefore the strong finite 
model property and the validity problem for DALLA is decidable (see Example 4.1 for 
the decidability of DALLA’). This section has reproduced the main arguments from [7]. 
5.2. Nakamura’s logic of graded modalities 
The logic of graded l2 modalities (LGM = (LLGM, ~LGM, kLGM) for short) introduced 
in [26] (see also [25]) is based on the graded equivalence relations, i.e. the graded 
similarity in Zadeh’s meaning [44]. Although the decidability of LGM is proved in 
[26] using the rectangle method developed in [ 161, we prove that LGM has the strong 
finite model property. The set of modal expressions of &GM is the closed interval 
[0, l] of the real line. For all LLoM-models JY = (IV, (Rn)nE[o,l], V), ~2 E ~LGM iff there 
is p : W x W -+ [0, l] such that 
I1 In [8] (see also [2]) a complete axiomatization of DALLA’ is given: it corresponds to dalla where the 
axiom schemes U. and I. are deleted and the axiom schema (O,,O,~A A &&A) * (&, A A &A) for all 
aIra EMD is added. 
‘* The term ‘graded’ should not be confused with its use, for instance, in [15,4,23,24]. Its present use is 
similar to that in [5]. 
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(1) for all xE W, &,x)= 1, 
(2) for all 4~ E W, &,Y) = P(YJ), 
(3) for all x,z E W, p(x,z) 2 lub{min(p(x, y), p(y,z)) : y E W} (lubX: least upper bound 
of the set X) and 
(4) for all nE[O,l], &={(x,y)E W x W:~(x,y)~~}. 
The binary relations Rn in a model for LGM are therefore equivalence relations. More- 
over we can easily see that LGM is not an LA-logic. However the LA-logic LGM’ 
(defined below) is strongly related to LGM as shown below. So consider the unique 
LA-logic LGM’ = (Lack, YLGMt, kLGM,) such that 
Zo(LGA4') ={ a}, where > is the usual linear order on [0, 11. 
Then for all A = (K (&k[0,11, V) E ~LGM', 
for all A, A’ E [0, 11, 2 > A’ implies RI C_ RA,. 
By Corollary 4.6, LGM’ has the strong finite model property, and the validity problem 
for LGM’ is decidable (see Example 4.1). In the sequel we show that for all A E LLGM, 
A is LGM-valid iff A is LGM’-valid, although ~LGM # YLoMI. 
Proposition 5.2. Let ~8 = (W, (Rn)~E[o,l], V) E 9&. Then 4 E YLGA.P and for all 
AE LLGM, we W, d,wkLGMA Zf~,wi=LGMrA. 
The proof is by an easy verification. Proposition 5.3 below states the converse result. 
Proposition 5.3. Let .&? = (W, (RA)~~[o,JI, V) E YLGM,, w E W and let A be an LLGM- 
formula. Let us denote the set of real numbers being indices of modal operators 
that occur in A by {A,, . . . , A,} (in increasing order). Let jli/’ be .,sG’~~~,(~) = (RI,(W), 
(R~)ne[o,~), V’ and let JP’ = (RA, (w), (R~)nC[o,l), V’) be a structure such that 
(1) for all 1~ [O,n,] Ry=Ri,, 
(2) for all iE{l,..., n - l}, A E I&, ni+i] (right-closed interval of the real line) R’/ = 
Ri,, ’ and 
(3) for all ;1 E ],I,, 11, Ry = R/,. 
Then 4” E yio~ and for all w’ E Ri,(w), 
J.@, w’ t=LGM' A tj” ~8, W' b=LGM, A ifs JZ”, W’ +LoMA. 
Proof. First it is clear that JY” E y&M/. For all 1 E {A,,. . . , A,}, Ri = RI; so for all 
w’ E Rn, (w), J.@, w’ k A iff A”, w’ i= A. Moreover, considering the remark following 
the proof of Proposition 4.2, 4, w’ k A iff JR?‘, w’ k A (remember that RA,, C . . . c RJ., ). 
Now we prove that A” E YLoM. 
Consider the function p : Rn, (w) x RI,(W) -+ [0, l] such that 
for all (x, y) E R,I, (w) x Rn, (w), p(x, y) = lub{il E [0, l] : (x, y) E Ry}. 
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This definition is correct since the latter set is not empty (it contains 1,) and the 
least upper bound of {A E [0, l] : (x, y) E Ry} always exists. The possible values for 
Zub{ R : (x, y) E Ry} are in the set {Ai, . . . , A,, 1). Hence, by construction, for all (x, y) E 
R&J) x R&J), P@,Y) =~a@: (AY) -y). 
( 1) Since Ry is reflexive, then for all x E Rk, (IV), (x,x) E Ry whence &X,X) = 1. 
(2) For all x, y E RJ_, (w), &, y) = max(2 : (x, y) E Ry} = max{;l : (y, x) E Ri} (by sym- 
metry of the relations Rj; ) whence p(x, y) = p(y,x). 
(3) Take x, y,z E Rn,(w). We write IC to denote min(&x, y), p(y,z)). By definition of p, 
K = min(max{~ : (x, y) E R;}, max{;l :(y,z) E Ry}). It follows that mu.r{ h : (x, y) E 
Ry} 2 rc. There is K’ > K such that (x, y) f Rt,; so (x, y) E Rz since Ri, C Ri. In a 
similar way it can be shown that (y,z) E Ri. By transitivity, (x,z) E Rz, whence 
,u(x,z)>K by definition of p. Thus, for all x, y,z E R)+,(w), ,u(x,z)~min(p(x, y), 
p( y, z)). In consequence for all X, z E RI., (w), ~(x, z) 2 Zub{ min( p(x, y ), ,u( y, z)) : y E 
RJ, (w)]. 
(4) By construction of A”, (x, y) E Ry, iff 1’ E {A : (x, y) f Ry} iff Iz’ <VUX{A : (x, y) E 
Ry} iff 1’ < ~(x, y). Hence, for all x, y E R,+ (w), d E [0, 11, R;I = {(x, y) : ~(x, y) 9 2). 
This terminates the proof. 0 
Proposition 5.2 implies that YL~M 2 YLcM’ but ~LCMI e -y)LoM. For instance, in a 
model for LGM’, Ro may not be the universal relation although in each model for 
LGM Ro is the universal relation. Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 imply that for all A E LLGM, 
A is LGM-valid iff A is LGM’-valid. Hence, LGM has the strong finite model property, 
and the validity problem for LGM is decidable. 
Although LGM is not an LA-logic (see Proposition 4.5), one can state: 
Corollary 5.4. An L-formula A is LGM-satisfiable isf it is satisjable in an LGM- 
model with at most 1 + n x mw(A)n objects where n is the number of real numbers 
(viewed as modal expressions) that occur in A. 
As mentioned in [25], the axiomatization of LGM is an interesting open problem. As 
a side-effect of our work, we define a sound and complete axiomatization of LGM using 
standard techniques for modal logics. Consider a Hilbert-style system lgm’ containing 
the following axiom schemes and inference rules (A,B E LLGM, Al, A2 E [0, 11): 
P. All formulae having the form of a classical propositional tautology, 
K’. q 1, (A + B) + (on, A =+ q B), 
T’. q n,A + A, 
5’. Vn,A + 02, On, A, 
<. qA+o~,A when 11<;/2, 
MP. + NR. 
By using the canonical model construction (see e.g [22]), it is a standard task to 
prove that for all A E L LGM, A is a theorem of lgm’ iff A is LGM’-valid. As a con- 
sequence, lgm’ is a sound and complete system for the logic LGM. 
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The logics LGM’ and DALLA’ correspond to two extreme cases of LA-logics: 
Zo(LGA4’) is a singleton, whereas lo(DALLA’) contains all the linear orders on the 
set of modal expressions. Although the concepts of rough sets and fuzzy sets are 
different (see e.g. a discussion in [35]), the technique developed in Section 4 can be 
applied to logics derived either from the notion of rough sets (DALLA for instance), 
or from the notion of fuzzy sets (LGM for instance). However, our technique does not 
seem to be applicable for instance to the modal fuzzy logics presented in [43] since 
the value of any formula in a model is a fuzzy set, which is not the case with LGM. 
Indeed the fuzziness in LGM is relative to the binary relations but not to the valuation 
functions. 
6. Hilbert-style axiomatization 
In this section, we define complete Hilbert-style systems for each LA-logic such 
that lo(Z) is finite (finite M is a particular case). As usual, by an L-normal system 
we understand a subset X of F which contains the axioms of classical logic together 
with the formulae q & + q) + (o,p 3 q aq), and is closed under Modus Ponens, the 
Necessitation Rule (from A infer q ,A for any a EM) and the Substitution Rule. 
Let 2’ be an LA-logic such that lo(Y) is finite (say card(lo(9)) =M) and let X2 
be the set of Z-valid formulae 
9 is fixed in the rest of the section, unless otherwise stated. A formula A is true 
in an L-frame B = (IV, (Ra)aEx) (written 9 +A) iff for all L-models _&? based on 9, 
._& k A. For any set X f of L-frames, we write 2’7r(X9) to denote the set of L-formulae 
below: 
Th(XS)={A~F:W~X~“, 9kA). 
For any set X of L-formulae, we write Fr(X) to denote the set of L-frames 
Fr(X)={9-GL9:VA~X, 9kA). 
Proposition 6.1. X2 is an L-normal system. 
The proof is immediate and it does not depend on the cardinality of lo(2’). Let 
Xz = (9 E XL9 : U? E 9’ based on 9”) 
be the set of L-frames on which the models of Y are based on. It is easy to show that 
Th(_JCg)=Xs. Although it is clear that X,$ is closed under subframes (see Proposi- 
tion 4.1), we shall show that Fr(Xg) is also closed under subframes. Until now, we 
can only state that XT C&(X2). Indeed take 9 = (IV, (R,),EM) EX~. All the models 
based on 9 belong to Y. Hence, for all B E XT = {A : VJ%’ E 9, 4 + A}, p + B. So 
9 E Fr(Xs). 
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Each linear order I over a finite set of modal expressions {at,. . . , a,} shall be 
denoted by (ai,, . . . ,ai,) where set((it,. . . , in)) = { 1,. . . , a} and for all j E { 1,. . . ,n - 
11, @,laij+,. Let LO = {iI,. . . , &} be a finite set of linear orders such that for all 
jC{l,..., m}, sj = (ai{, . . . , uii ). We write ALo to denote the L-formula 
where the Pk’s are propositional variables, and k # k' implies Pk # pkl. 
Proposition 6.2. Let % = ( W, (Ra)aEM) be an L-frame. Then 
(*) %~{A’O(s)Tr:Y CM,2<curd(Y)~2xcurd(~o(~))} zs, _ 
(**) for every u E W there exist 5 E IO(~) such that for all a, b E M, u<b implies 
R,(u) C Rdu). 
Proof. Let lo(Z) = (5 t, . . . ,I~}. First assume (*) holds. Suppose that there is n E W 
such that for all kE{l,..., M}, there are Uk,uL EM with aks u; and R,,(n) g 
R,;(x). Hence for all ke{l,..., M}, there is x0” E W such that (x,x,“) E R,, and (x,x,“) $Z 
Ra;. We write LO to denote the set (5;). . . , $,,,} = lo(T) r Ya with 
and curd(Yo)=n’<2xM. For all iE{l,..., m’}, we write $=(ui, ,..., ui,). We have 
since 26curd(Y0)62xM. For all kE{l,..., m’}, we write a(k) to denote an element 
of{1 , . . . ,M} such that &@))I& = $ (a(k) may not be unique). 
Let J+! = ( w, (R, )aEM, V) be a model based on % such that 
VkE{l,..., m’), %‘k) =R~$x). (1) 
Since A,x k=A Lo (by hypothesis % kALo) there is ko E { 1,. . .,m’} such that A, 
x + AjE{2,...,n’} “aF Pko * ‘ato pko* Since i--1 
N(k& ucc(~)}~Yo={u~ :jC{l,...,n’}> 
and 
there exist j,,j, E { 1 ,...,n’} such that jl<jz, u;=u,(g) and ~.$‘=a~(~, and for 
all j E {jl + 1 9...pj2}T ~Fx+~a~pkO*o a,*, pko. So A,x FqC4)pko *Q$~~P~o. We 
have A, x + wCkoj Pko by (1). &dore M,x +b,(%,, PRO and A,x$‘) + pb since 
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(x,$~)) E RazCti,,. But (x,x$‘)) 6 QC4, so by (1 ), &,xiCB) k pkO which leads to a 
contradiction. 
Now assume (**). Let JZ = (IV, (Ra)aEn, I’) be a model based on 9. Let Y 2 M be 
such that card(Y) = n’ 62 x M and n’ 22. We write LO to denote the set lo(Z) 1‘ Y. 
For all u E IV, there is <= (al,. . . ,a,!) E LO such that R,,(u) G . . . c R,, (u). Take any 
kE{l,..., n’}. It is easy to show that for all k’~{l,...,k} and all pEFo, k’,uk 
q akp+nak,p. Hence, JZ,ukko since for all pEFo, .k’,uk /\jE12.,.n,I~,,p~ , > 
Q+,P. cl 
In a similar way we can prove the particular case: 
Proposition 6.3. Let 9 = (W, (Ra)aEM) be an L-frame. If M is jinite then 
(*) 9kA1°(-E”) ia 
(**) for every u E W there exists 5 E lo(T) such that for all a, b EM, a<b implies 
R,(u) G Rdu). 
Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 can be viewed as correspondence results (see, e.g. [3]) 
about the local agreement condition. It should be observed that in Proposition 6.2, the 
set X* = {k”(z)t y : Y c M, 2 <card(Y) <2 x card(lo(p))} is infinite if M is infinite. 
Moreover for all finite subsets Y, Y’ of M, if Y G Y’ then 9 kk’(z)t r’ +-A’0(9) t ‘. 
Thus, the set X* can also be replaced in Proposition 6.2 by {kO(z)t ’ : Y CM, card(Y) 
=2 x card(lo(&?))}. 
Corollary 6.4. For any L-normal system X, if 
{A’0(9)ty: YCM, 26card(Y)<2xcard(lo(9))}cX 
then for all FE Fr(X) the relations in F are pairwise in local agreement with the 
local agreements in lo(Z), i.e. for each B = (W, (Ra)aEM) E Fr(X), for all w E W, there 
is 5 E lo(y) such that for all a, b EM, a<b implies R,(w) C Rb(W). 
From now on, X$ denotes the smallest L-normal system that contains the axiom 
schemata: 
T. map + p, 
B. p+cla 70~ ‘p, 
4. 47PJQlQlP, 
LA kO(“)ty for all finite Y GM such that 2<card(Y)<2 x card(lo(3)). 
As usual, a set XC F is said to be X$-consistent iff there is no finite subset 
{A i,...,kfk}sX such that +i A ... A Ak)EX$. X SF is called a maximal 
X&-consistent set iff X is X&-consistent and for all A E F either A E X or 1A EX. 
We write q ,X to denote the set {A : q ,A E X}, where X C F and a E M. 
Proposition 6.5. Xl G Z’h(X$). 
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The proof is standard, considering the correspondence r sult of Proposition 6.2 as 
well as the correspondences between T, B and 4 and the property of reflexivity, sym- 
metry and transitivity (see, e.g., [3]). We use the standard construction of the canonical 
model (see, e.g., [22]). The canonical model for X$ is the triple AC = (WC, (Rz)OEM, V”) 
where 
l WC is the family of all the maximal X$-consistent sets, 
l For all X,X’ E WC and all a E M, (X,X’) E Rz iff q ,X C X’, 
l Vc(p)={XEWCIpEX} for all PEFo. 
Proposition 6.6. AC E Y. 
Proof. One can prove that the relations in _.4? are equivalence relations. The proof, 
being quite standard is omitted here. Let lo(y) = {<i,. . . ,I~}. In the sequel, we 
prove that for all X E WC, there is 5 E lo(y) such that for all a, b E M, us b implies 
R:(X) CR:(X). Suppose there is X0 E WC such that for all k E { 1,. . . ,M}, there ex- 
ist uk,u(, E M such that a&a; and Rzk(Xo) g Rz;(Xo). Hence, for all k E { 1,. . . ,M}, 
there is X,k E WC such that (Xs,X,k) E Rzk and there is Ak E F such that q ,;Ak E X0 and 
Ak #X,“. 
We write LO to denote the set LO={<{,...,&}=lo(9)tYo with Ys= e=, 
{&,a~} and curd(Yo)=n’ (2<n’<2 xhf). For all iE{l,...,m’}, we write $= 
(a{,..., ui, ) and a(i) is an element of { 1 , . . . ,M} such that 3 = (Q))I~,. We write 
A to denote the formula obtained from A ‘o by simultaneously replacing each pi in 
it by A,(+ It is easy to show that A E X$. Thus A E X0 (every maximal X$-consistent set 
contains the elements of XL) and there is ~JJ E { 1,. . . , m’} such that r\iE12,,,,,n,I q a:A,(b) 
+- q ay_,A,(b) E X0 (B V B’ EXO iff B E X0 or B’ EXO for all B, B’ E F). Since CZ~(~)Q~~ 
u&O ) and q a;Cb,&(b) E&, then q abCkgjAa(h) EXO by Modus Ponens. Thus Aa EX:(“, 
since (X0,X$‘)) E R&), which leads to a contradiction. q 
One can prove in a standard way that for all A E F and all X E WC, A EX iff 
_E,X k A (see, e.g. [17]). Basing on this, one can establish completeness of Xl 
with respect o 9. 
Proposition 6.7. Th(X$) G XL. 
Proof. Assume that A E Th(Xg) and suppose A @XL. Hence there is a maximal X$- 
consistent set, say X0, such that 1A E X0 (every X$-consistent set can be extended l3 to 
a maximal X$-consistent set). Then &? p A. By the remark above, since (WC, (RE),E~) 
E Xg (because kc E Y by Proposition 6.6) this yields A $2 7%(X$), which leads to a 
contradiction. 0 
l3 It holds even if M is uncountable. 
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Proposition 6.8. The following propositions hold: 
(1) x9=x&. 
(2) X2 is a subframe logic (see [42]), that is Fr(Xz) is closed under subframes. 
(3) n(Fr(Xp)) =X3. 
Proof. (1) By Proposition 6.5 and 6.7, E’r(-Yz)=X’,. Since Th(x,“)=Xa, then X2 
= Xl, whence Xl provides a complete Hilbert-style axiomatization for 9. 
(2) By Corollary 6.4, Fr(Xu)=Xg. Since Xc is closed under subframes, then 
Fr(Xz) is also closed under subframes. 
(3) Direct consequence of (1) and (2). 0 
It is now a routine task to find complete axiomatizations for the LA-K-logic% the LA- 
SClogics, the LA-T-logics (and for some other ones) when lo(s) is finite. Moreover 
the axiomatization of LGM’ (card(lo(LGM’)) = 1) turns out to be a particular case 
of the present construction. When M is finite, LA can be replaced by A’o(.Lp) in the 
definition of XL and the Propositions 6.5-6.8 still hold true. 
7. Concluding remarks 
Among the classes of logics defined in the paper, the LA-logics play a special role, 
not only because of their relationships with the indiscernibility relations in information 
systems but also because in their cases the standard filtration construction fails. This 
class includes for instance some logics strongly related to the logics DALLA and LGM, 
respectively, introduced in [ 12,251. It has been proved herein that each LA-logic 9 
has the strong finite model property (see Proposition 4.5). Moreover, the Y-validity 
problem is decidable when dp is lo-decidable and lo-complete (see Proposition 4.7), 
and the satisfiability problem is NP-complete under the hypothesis that the set of 
modal expressions is finite (see Proposition 4.8). As a side-effect of our work, we 
have defined a simple complete axiomatization for LGM which has been until now an 
open problem stated in [25] (see Section 5.2). In Section 6, complete axiomatizations 
have been defined for LA-logics characterized by a jinite set of local agreements (a 
particular case is when the set of modal expressions is finite). Although the construction 
introduced in Section 4.1 seems to be limited to the set of LA-logics it provides an 
elegant construction strongly guided by the properties of relations satisfying the local 
agreement condition. This technique cannot be applied in a straightforward way to the 
family of logics DALDf defined in [8]. 
Further investigations of logics determined by classes of frames with relations agree- 
ing locally are possible. Concerning computational complexity questions, we believe 
that the following open problems are worth investigating: 
1. What is the complexity class of the satisfiability problem for the decidable LA- 
logics? We have answered this question in the case when M is finite but for instance 
the case of infinite M and finite lo(Y) is open. 
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2. What is the complexity class of the satisfiability problem for logics sharing the 
same language with the LA-logics but not requiring equivalence relations in the 
semantical structures (while preserving the local agreement condition)? The stan- 
dard filtration constructions are enough to prove the finite model property for some 
of these logics (for instance, when only reflexivity of the relations is 
required). 
3. The complexity class of the satisfiability problem for the logics defined in [2,41] 
similar in some aspects to the LA-logics would be also worth investigating. 
Some other questions that remain unanswered: 
1. Is there a filtration-like construction that can prove the strong finite model property 
for the LA-S4-logics, in case this property holds? Proposition 3.2 and the results in 
Section 4 do not cover either the LA-SClogics or the LA-K4-logics. 
2. Is it true that if a monomodal logic _Y (characterized by a given class of frames) 
has the strong finite model property, then so does every LA-Y-logic? 
3. Two equivalence relations R and S are said to be pa-mutable (see e.g. [32]) iff 
R; S = S; R (where ‘;’ is the composition operator) iff R; S is an equivalence relation. 
If the equivalence relations R and S are in local agreement then they are also 
permutable - but not conversely. It is an open question whether the results in the 
present work can be extended to the case when the local agreement condition is 
generalized to permutability. 
Actually, the question has been open for me until Maarten Marx has communi- 
cated me recently that the logic determined by all the flames ( W,(Ri)iE{1,2,3)) such 
that the Ri’s are equivalence relations and for all i, j E { 1,2,3}, Ri; Rj =Rj; Ri has an 
undecidable satisfiability problem due to a result proved by Roger Maddux in [21]. 
So assume that the $nite set M of modal expressions has at least three elements. 
For all $ E {U, n, ; }, we write S5@ to denote the logic determined by all the frames 
( W, (& )a~~ ) such that 
l for all a E M, R, is an equivalence relation and, 
a for all a, b EM, R, fB Rb is transitive. 
Hence, 
(a) The satisfiability problem for S5” is decidable and it is NP-complete (see Section 
4.2). 
(b) The satisfiability problem for SS’ is decidable and it is PSPACE-complete (see 
e.g., V41). 
(c) The satisfiability problem for S5; is undecidable (see [21]). 
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